S t eel -L i n e ’s

D ECRO D OORS
®

Be inspired.

The look and feel of timber with the strength
of Australian BlueScope ® Steel - exclusive to Steel-Line.

Bold, beautiful and truly inspiring, Steel-Line’s innovative range of sectional Decro® Doors
combine the look and feel of genuine timber with the strength and security of steel.
The result is a range of sectional overhead doors which give your home the stylish
look of timber doors without the maintenance, or the cost. There are plenty of imitators
on the market, but only a sectional Decro® Door looks authentic, even up close.

Call 1300-GARAGE or visit www.steel-line.com.au
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It really does look like wood.
It’s hard to imagine a timber finish like this could be anything but the real thing. That’s because we use a unique manufacturing process
to create an incredibly natural three-dimensional timber finish on high quality steel. Unlike timber, sectional Decro® Doors won’t warp,
shrink, splinter or fade. They don’t need any ongoing treatment, and unlike the trees that were saved to create your sectional Decro® Door,
they are also completely impervious to termites.

The strength of Australian steel.
Made from only the best quality Australian products such as BlueScope® Steel, the sectional Decro® Door offers all the security and peace
of mind that you have come to expect from Steel-Line garage doors. Proudly manufactured right here in Australia, sectional Decro® Doors
are built tough enough to endure the extremes of Australia’s harsh weather conditions and durable enough to resist UV fading.

Five great colours at an affordable price.
The sectional Decro® Door is available in a choice of five true Australian timber hues which are applied using powder coating and special
polymers in a process exclusive to Steel-Line. Designed with value for money and quality in mind, the sectional Decro® Door is a solution
that gives home owners the timber look at almost half the cost of an actual timber door.

Five great hues
to choose from:
Sienna

Ocra

Auburn

Mocha

Chestnut

Please note: These five timber hues are a guide only. The limitations of printing, combined with varying light conditions make extremely accurate matches impossible.
We strongly recommend comparing your choice with actual samples. Additionally, Steel-Line reserves the right to vary or delete colours without notice.

Call 1300-GARAGE or visit www.steel-line.com.au

